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Abstract
The prediction of stock prices in the market has al-
ways been an important task. However, due to the
market volatility, it is difficult to make the correct
prediction solely based on historical stock data.
Therefore in this paper, with the analysis of daily
news’ impact on stock markets, we identify some
key features that could be useful in stock price
prediction and propose a deep learning model to
capture the dynamics of stock price trend with
rich news textual information.

1. Introduction
Stock price is closely associated with daily news. Positive
news such as new acquisition opportunities, strong earnings
reports and good management governance can increase the
price of certain stocks. Negative news such as ineffective
monetary policy, political uncertainty and natural disaster
may negatively affect the whole stock market. Various
news may lead to different reactions on stock market. Thus,
when new information comes into public, it is important for
investors to quickly identify its impact and make correct
corresponding predictions on stock price.

Since for a fixed period of time, stock market prices are
typically low-dimensional sequential values, it might not be
suitable to apply many advanced machine learning models
directly. However, textual data like daily news appears to be
a suitable resource for us to exploit and it was verified by re-
cent works (Lee et al., 2014) that news do play crucial roles
in stock price prediction. Thus, it would be an interesting
idea to explore in that direction.

In this report, we start by introducing related works in sec-
tion 2. In section 3, we provide an overview of our dataset.
In section 4, we first discuss NLP approaches to mine in-
formation from daily news, then we introduce and compare
the performance of classical time series model. In the next
step, we propose an extension of an existing deep learning
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based model (HAN) to combine both textual and sequential
signals in dynamic stock price trend prediction. In section 5,
we go over our experimental settings, baselines and experi-
mental results. In Section 6, we give conclusion and discuss
the future works.

Figure 1. The wordcloud of entities in Reddit news dataset.

2. Related Work
2.1. Text Representation and Sentiment Analysis

To learn the news information, NLP based methods are nec-
essary. Recently, many text representation models have been
reached state-of-art results, such as word2vec, GloVe and
BERT (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Devlin
et al., 2018). They generate representations of words or sen-
tences in relatively low dimensional spaces. The represen-
tations thus can be directly applied to various downstream
tasks. Similarly, the sentiment analysis, as discussed in
(Zhang et al., 2018), representing sentence sentiment in nu-
merical values provides richer text information for multiple
downstream tasks.

2.2. Time Series Model

Time series prediction models have always played impor-
tant roles in stock price prediction tasks. They incorporate
time order into historical market data analysis, such as trans-
action prices, volumes, variations etc. The forecast of the
future market movement is usually based on that. One of the
most widely used model for time series forecasting is the
ARIMA. ARIMA is a generalization of an autoregressive
moving average model, which can be applied when data is
non-stationary and where an initial differencing step (corre-
sponding to the “integrated” part of the model) can eliminate
the non-stationarity of data. However, due to the non-linear
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and non-stationary nature of stock prices, classical mod-
els are not good enough to capture the underlying patterns.
With the development of deep learning, more research ef-
forts have been spent on utilizing deep learning models in
financial market prediction [(Adebiyi et al., 2014), (Göçken
et al., 2016), (jae Kim & Ahn, 2011)]. To further model the
long-term dependency in time series, RNN approaches, such
as LSTM and GRU, have also been employed in financial
market prediction [(Akita et al., 2016), (Gao, 2016)].

3. Dataset and Features
In this section we introduce the dataset we are working on
and some related features and patterns by case studies.

3.1. Dataset

The dataset we are working on is a combination of Reddit
news and the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) stock
price from 2008 to 2016. The news dataset contains the
top 25 news on Reddit of each day from 2008 to 2016.
The DJIA contains the core stock market information for
each trading day such as Open, Close, and Volume. The
label of the dataset represents whether the stock price is
increase (labeled as 1) or decrease (labeled as 0) on that
day. The total number of days in the dataset is 1989. During
our preliminary experiments, we split the dataset into train,
validation and test. The train dataset contains 1526 days,
around 76% of the total dataset. The validation and test
datasets contain 85 days and 378 days respectively.

3.2. An Overview of Stock Market Information

Stock data provides some important information, which
reflects the market movement and helps with stock price
prediction. Here, we give an overview of some important
stock related features.

The Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the price changes
of DJIA from August 8th 2008 to July 1st 2016 with four
stock price attributes (Open, Close, High and Low). The
Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) show the stock price changes
and transactions volume which offer a wider perspective on
stock market information.

3.3. News-oriented Stock Price Patterns

Positive news, such as expansionary monetary policy and
geopolitical peace, will create an optimistic view in market,
leading to an upward movement in stock price. However,
news such as trade tension and geopolitical uncertainty may
lead to a downward trend in stock market. Here, we are
looking at several cases to illustrate the possible impacts of
news on stock market. Case 1: On September 29th, 2008,
DJIA had the largest daily loss of 777.68 in the close market

data that may be caused by the top headlines on that day’s
news ”Huge European bank and insurance giant fails”. Case
2: On October 13th, 2008, DJIA had the largest daily gain
of 936.42 in the close market data, which accompanied with
news like ”Europe puts 2.3 trillion dollars on line for banks”.
Case 3: There is a sequence of news related to certain hot
issue may have impact on stock markets for several days.
During June 24th,2010 to July 2nd, 2010, the stock markets
had 7-day consecutive loss. As the daily news headlines at
that period show that ”May Toronto’s G20 be the last”.

The general patterns and relationships of cases are shown in
Figure 4. From these observations, we will summarize what
capabilities of the models are needed in order to learn these
patterns well in Section 4.

4. Methods
We analyze the approaches by news learning and stock price
learning first. Then we propose what should a model needed
in order to capture more complete patterns and achieve
better prediction results. At last, we will exhibit our own
approaches.

4.1. News Learning

News data always contains rich information in it. In this
subsection, we discuss the information that can be mined
from daily news and the corresponding methods that might
be useful.

4.1.1. NEWS REPRESENTATION

The word representation models help to change the tex-
tual data into mathematical representations, which can be
applied to machine learning models directly in the classifi-
cation tasks.

The most basic one is bag-of-words representation. Sev-
eral more advanced word representation models include
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), which adopts skip-gram
model idea to incorporate surrounding words in the objec-
tive function.

Another one is the GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), which
introduces a more general weighting function and makes
the cost function becomes

Ĵ =
∑
i,j

f(Xij)(w
T
i w̃j − logXij)

2 (1)

where this cost function leverages both the global represen-
tations and local context information.

Thus, by averaging the words’ representations in a single
piece of news, we can get representations of that news. This
kind of representation is helpful to design machine learning
based models because we can just feed the representations
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(a) DJIA Stock Price (High and Low).
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(b) DJIA Stock Price (Open and Close).

Figure 2. DJIA stock price changes (Open, Close, High and Low) from 2008-08-08 to 2016-07-01.
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Figure 3. DJIA stock price variation and transaction volume changes from 2008-08-08 to 2016-07-01.

Huge European Bank and Insurance Giant Fails 777.68 ↓ September 29th, 2008

⋯⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯⋯

Europe puts 2.3 trillion dollars on line for banks 936.42 ↑ October 13th, 2008

⋯⋯⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯⋯

May Toronto's G20 be the Last ↓ June 24th, 2010

G20 ...... ↓ June 25th, 2010

↓⋯⋯⋯⋯ ⋯⋯

Figure 4. Examples of how news and stock price influence with
each other and the impacts might remain for several days.

directly into the model.

4.1.2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Sentiment analysis is another prevailing technique that has
been studied a lot in recent years. The sentiment of words
or sentences can reveal peoples’ opinions, emotions and
attitudes behind the words (Zhang et al., 2018). These
attributes play significant roles in the stock price predictions.
For example, negative sentiment in a news may reflect some
degree of possible negative atmosphere in stock market. The

bad atmosphere would then cause possible decline in stock
price.

4.1.3. NEWS WITH TIME SERIES MODEL

To learn news patterns or information better, time series
model is necessary. Because it is possible that there are
dependencies or associations among news across a range of
timestamps. We will further introduce our selection of time
series models in Section 5.

4.2. Stock Price Learning

In this section, we present some time series models that can
learn useful information from the stock data.

4.2.1. TIME SERIES MODEL

One approach is called ARIMA that given a time series of
dataXt, where t is an integer index andXt are real numbers,
an ARIMA(p,d,q) is given by

(1−
p∑

i=1

φiL
i)(1− L)dXt = (1 +

q∑
i=1

θiL
i)εt (2)
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Double Exponential Smoothing (DES): Another interest-
ing model we tried out is double exponential smoothing
model

st = αxt + (1 + α)(st−1 + bt−1) (3)
bt = β(st − st−1) + (1− β)bt−1 (4)

where α is “data smoothing factor”, where 0 < α < 1 and
β is the “trend smoothing factor”, where 0 < β < 1.

4.2.2. DEEP LEARNING BASED TIME SERIES MODEL

LSTM and GRU are the most widely used forms of Recur-
rent Neural Network Model (RNN). Compared to classical
time series models like ARIMA, which only utilizes histori-
cal data within fixed length sliding window, they are able to
capture richer and more complex long-term dependencies.

4.3. Joint Learning with Time Series

Analyzing the news and stock data together, we found there
are several interesting patterns, as mentioned in Section 3.
In this subsection, the requirements of the model in order
to capture these patterns. Then, we introduce an existing
framework for stock price trend prediction and extend that to
capture richer information which gives a state-of-art result.

4.3.1. MODEL CAPACITIES

Following is the list of capacities that required to capture
richer information in news-oriented stock price trend pre-
diction task. (1) The model should identify which news
is important and which is not. (2) The model should cap-
ture the relationships between news and stock price. (3)
The model should learn both stock and news data with time
series information.

4.3.2. HYBRID ATTENTION LEARNING

To learn the news-oriented stock price prediction well, the
model should have three key capabilities which is listed
previously. One popular approach contains these capabili-
ties is Hybrid Attention Learning (HAN) (Hu et al., 2018).
Following is the general structure of HAN.

News Embedding: The Hybrid Attention model first train
a news representation n′i for news ni by using a word em-
bedding layer. Then, for example, if on date t there are
news ni and nj , then they will have corresponding news
representations n′ti and n′tj .

News Attention Layer: Following the news embedding
is the news attention learning. This layer basically learns
which news is important to the stock price changes for each
day. The attention for day t and news i, αti, is learned as
follows:

αti =
exp (σ((Wn′ti + b)))∑c

j=1 exp
(
σ((Wn′tj + b))

) ; dt = c∑
i=1

αtin
′
ti (5)

where c is the number of news for each day and σ is activa-
tion functions such as ReLU and Sigmoid. With appropriate
attentions, we can thus generate the embedding for each day
dt.

Sequential Modeling: After learning the representation for
each day as dt, deep time series model, such as Gated Recur-
rent Units (GRU) can be used to capture news dependencies
with time series. To capture both the previous and future
dependencies, bi-directional GRU is used. The embedding
generated by the bi-directional GRU as:

hi =
[−−−→
GRU(dj),

←−−−
GRU(dk)

]
(6)

where j ∈ [1, L] and k ∈ [L, 1]. Therefore, the vector hi
incorporates the information from surrounding context and
itself.

Temporal Attention Layer: This attention layer learns
both the inherent temporal patterns and news information.
The attention βi and the final embedding Z are defined as:

βi =
exp (σ((Whhi + bh)))∑c′

j=1 exp (σ((Whhj + bh)))
;Z =

c′∑
i=1

βihi (7)

Stock Price Trend Prediction: At last, we add a fully con-
nected layer to train with the final embedding Z to predict
whether the stock price will increase of decrease.

It is true that the Hybrid Attention Learning can learn the
news importance and patterns by attention and GRU, it has
several drawbacks: (1) The news embedding should not
only consider the text contextual information, but also some
other important information such as sentiment of news. (2)
This model does not incorporate the information from the
stock data.

4.3.3. EXTEND AND COMBINE

From our analysis, the news sentiment is crucial for news
comprehension. Also, stock market information itself plays
roles in stock price trend prediction. Hence, we first extend
the HAN to capture the news sentiment scores and then
combine the attention learning with the stock information
which will capture important interaction patterns.

To make the attention learning more concise, we inject the
sentiment score s and stock information p after the news
embedding layer by making

n′′ti = [n′ti, sti, pt] (8)

where n′′ti is the input to the next layer.

With this design, shown in Figure 5, we can learn the im-
portance for both the richer news information and the stock
data. The following GRU and temporal attention layers will
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therefore capture interaction dependencies among the news
and the stock prices within the time series context.
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Figure 5. An overview of the framework.

5. Experiments
We conduct thorough experiments on our approaches and
compare the results with multiple baselines. Our method
eventually outperforms all other methods. The code is avail-
able at https://github.com/RagnaroWA/news oriented stock.

5.1. Experimental Setting

5.1.1. BASELINES

We perform various NLP approaches on the news to predict
the stock price trend. We utilize the word representation
and sentiment analysis and feed those representations into
the downstream classification models. We mainly use the
logistic regression and Naive Bayes models as the baseline
downstream classification models. For convenience, we first
we denote Bag-of-words as BOW, Logistic Regression as
LR, sentiment as SEN, and Naive Bayes as NB. For time
series DES method, we add the differencing approach which
is denoted as DES(w/ difference).

5.1.2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We set the news embedding size to 100 by using the GloVe
representation learning and get the sentiment score for each
news through Google NLP API. For deep learning model
training, we utilize the Adam optimizer.

5.2. Evaluation and Discussion

All of the experiment results are shown in Table 1. Our
approach Extended HAN achieves the highest accuracy and
outperforms other methods a lot. From the experiment

Models Accuracy% Macro-F1%
ARIMA 46.03 46.00

DES 46.15 46.12
DES(w/ difference) 46.94 46.94

BOW + LR 44.71 43.60
BOW + SEN + LR 42.86 49.53

GloVe + LR 49.21 46.15
GloVe + SEN + LR 53.17 50.68

BOW + NB 50.53 49.12
SEN + LR 48.68 44.82

HAN 53.17 54.22
Extended HAN 56.88 59.95

Table 1. Experiment results.

results, we have several findings: (1) The sentiment of news
is helpful for predicting the trend of the stock price. (2)
Simple models cannot fully learn the complex patterns from
both stock and news data. Both the simple classification and
time series models do not give good results, which means
that deep learning models are required. (3) Our extended
model outperforms the original HAN model by more than
3% of accuracy. This potentially means that our model
captures more complex patterns among the news data and
stock data by importance attention in time series context.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this project, we first explored multiple ways to do the
prediction on stock price trend by news and stock price
separately. Due to the limitation of direct news-based pre-
diction and non-stationary features of the stock data, we
need a more advanced model to combine news and stock
data which can provide a more complete and accurate way
to capture richer relationships and dependencies. With anal-
ysis on required capacities of models in the trend prediction
task, we extended the HAN approach to learn more hidden
and complex patterns and achieved state-of-the-art results.
However, it is still promising if we can incorporate richer
information from the news, such as adding the phrase em-
bedding, which will be remained as the future work.
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